Anthropology Theses Completed 1992-2003

2003


Geary, David, Catering to Consciouness: From Pilgrimage to Dharma Tourism, 2003.


2002


Bailey, Barbara, The Ethics of 'Dealing With' Female Genital Cutting, 2002.


Posen, Marie Josee, Social II and Sacred Dance, 2002.

2001


MacRae, Erin, Highland Gathering: A ritual that Creates, Maintains and Reinforces Scottish Cultural Identity, 2001.


Barkham, Oriana, Mi'kmaq-Basque Contact in the 16th Century, 2001.


2000


Langill, Stephen J., Indigenous Knowledge and Wildfires in the Sierra de Santa Marta, Mexico, 2000.


Beifuss, Nicole Tanya, The Effects of Winter and Scavenging Upon the Rate of Decomposition & Disarticulation In the Ottawa Valley Region of Eastern Ontario, 2000.


1999

Smeltzer, Sandra C., Negotiating the Local and the Global: Television in Tanzania (Televesheni ya jamia ya watu), 1999.

Doody, Maureen E., Cultural Tourism in Newfoundland, 1999.


Sorge, Antonio, Tribes and the State in Iran: The Dynamics of an Historial Transition, 1999.


1998


Williamson, Peter B., So I can Hold my Head High: History and Representations of the Oka Crisis, 1998.


Carpenter, Mary E., The Life Histories of Two Inuvialuk Women from the Western Arctic, 1998.


Mulholland, Mary-Lee, Sensuous Politics: Salsa as Culture Critique, 1998.


1997


1996

Baklid, Bente, Ethnicity, Dating and Woman Abuse among Canadian University and College Students: Exploring the Links, 1996.


Robertson, Julie A., Contesting a Coercive Islam: "Women Living under Muslim Law" and Pakistan, 1996.


1995

McMaster, Gerald R., Beaded Radicals and Born-Again Pagans: Situating Native Artists within the Field of Art, 1995.


1994

Blair, Derek Oliver, Seeing the Self in The Other: Perceval, Anthropology, and Human Understanding, 1994.

1993


Mittal, Sushil, Women and Education in Post Independence India, 1993.


1992

Strang, Steven James, O'Neill's Cavalcade: The Nature and Functions of Provisional IRA Terrorist Performances, 1992.


